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BEGINNING LOOK OF THE WORLD

An American dream realized and demolished
Elmer Gantry wildly blows through the congregations of the Midwest.
Gantry’s union with the prophetess, Sharon Falconer, steamrolls into a revivalist machine that knows no limits. An army of
converted believers build a beacon that shines so brightly it blinds even the purest of the flock.
This production begins with homespun warmth and expansive skies. Gantry seeks to bottle the sky and profit from
ensnaring his hopeful followers. He blocks out the sun and wires the world until there is nothing natural or true remaining.
The ragged farmers of his congregation become a puritanical, angular, army of believers that light the world on fire and
burn in their own zealous flames.
The Midwest landscape consists of exposed wood, filled with the tradition of handmade homes and churches, the
foundation of community. A curved sky cyc floats before the strong walls. Hope of heaven and America’s future gives
peace to the farmers toiling in the sun and the preachers leading their flock. Rumors of revival stir the town and they
gather to hear the healing words of the enchanting prophetess.
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The soft shape of Sharon’s tent contrast’s the world of Elmer

A sense of calling
Gantry dreams of perfection that draws every eye and captures every heart. In his days as a seminarian and salesman, we see his charisma and
use of gimmick. His world is masculine and thrives on electricity, both figurative and literal. Even as a smalltime salesman, he draws a crowd with
electric light and spectacle.
Gantry encounters the contruction of the swooping revival tents of Sharon Falconer’s ministry. When the prophetess emerges, the odd otherworldly
purity and chastity of her clothing present Elmer with a challenge. Here is type of woman that he has never conquered and who posseses a great
power over people’s hearts that he deeply envies. The natural glow of moonlight and laterns allow Sharon to float among the congregation that has
gathered.
Gantry desperately tries to merge his seminary world with Sharon’s heavenly spell. As Lulu and Frank enter on stage left to call Elmer back to them,
the two worlds come into conflict. Gantry stands between the enfolding tent of Sharon’s ministry that seems to control hearts and minds with a
hypnotic warmth and his own world of masculine domination, rules, and tradition at the seminary. Frank and Lulu are shown removed from the
picture, as a memory, and fade away as Elmer moves towards his future as a revivalist. The beautiful illuminated tent begins to cover the sky cyc of
the midwest town and tempt Elmer towards the power of a sense of calling.
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Conversions of faith or fury
Sharon leaves the tent and Elmer is left feeling ignored and
insignificant. The lights fade and he left standing in the moonlight
daring Sharon to judge him. Elmer confronts the empty pews and
the Bible left on the revival platform. He stands before the humble
cross and dares God to change him. His figure becomes a
silhouette and he is a changed man. Elmer, now crazed with
power, becomes a violent unstoppable force who is bound to the
Bible. After this conversion experience, his clothes, hair and
demeanor are never the same. The all-american rugged boy with a
charming smile becomes a slick man with confidence and assurity
that can never be shaken.

Chorus in Act I Scene 4

Elmer and Sharon as imagined in Act I scene 4
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research images
showing lighting effect

Scene Begins in late afternoon with sky visible outside. Electric sources are visible but not
primary sources of light. As Eddie’s rage intensifies the sun begins to fade leaving only electric
sources. Perhaps just a single bare lamp, resulting in a very shadowy scene

As Sharon is the rising star, Eddie is the fading red giant; a minister paralyzed and
suffocated by his jealousy. After the lively and structured Elk’s meeting that ends with a
hopeful and cheery, yet foreboding, decision to support the revivalists; Eddie is revealed
stranded on a raised platform, isolated by his self-righteous anger. Surrounded by
darkness and cowering under a single light bulb, like a bug looking for heat, his shadow
is cast against the wooden wall as if a demon hovers over him and consumes his simple
life with Lulu. The sermon he prepares becomes a devilish curse that damns his soul.
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This is where we begin to enter a heightened reality. Sharon’s hotel room might consist
of a platform bed engulfed in a sea of flowers.
There will be a feeling of entrapment that shifts from Sharon’s soft and welcoming world
of flowers, to Elmer’s world of harsh artificial light.

Sharon falls in love
Sharon’s conversion is that of a chaste believer who bends to the lure of a worldly lover that beckons her to put her desires above her ministry. The
scene begins with a playful flirtation lit gently by the warm night sky and resting on a cascading bed of flowers. As Gantry’s protestations become more
persistent, the moonlight fades and darkness obscures the once beautiful flowers. Sharon fights Elmer’s advances with her faith. Though her words are
steadfast, Sharon submits to Elmer and becomes a pawn in her own ministry.

ACT 1 SCENE 7 - SHARON’S CONVERSION
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Church being constructed
Rendering showing the construction of the The Waters of Jordan Tabernacle.
We see working beginning to add light bulbs to the massive wall upstage.

An army of converts.
Dusty, murky simplicity is transformed into
stark, angular formality. the materials used to
create the physical temple, the fabrics will
change from more organic and textured to
more sleek and lustrous.
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research image showing the feeling of the
“rats nest” of electrical cables upstage of
the light wall

A permanent home…
In the crude construction site, the hope of heaven and finally belonging entice Sharon and her followers This is a space under construction. As we
progress from scene 22 through 27, the construction of the Water of Jordan Tabernacle slowly blocks out the natural light with its framework and nests of
electrical wiring. Construction lights are hanging in the space as the primary light source.
In contrast to the incandescent lights, natural light from an uncompleted portion of the Tabernacle highlights Frank at the piano. Bathed in moonlight and
surrounded by the shadows of an industrial web, Frank seeks true faith and questions the maneuvering of his friend. A drunk Elmer sleeps peacefully in the
shadows without a worry.
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Artificial light inside the completed Tabernacle.

Completed Tabernacle - surfaced in white plastics and electric bulbs

“What is a revival? Is it a church? Is it religion? Or is it a circus side show complete with freaks, magic, and
rabble rousing?”
A tabernacle of shining lights, structure, cleanliness, and strength is manufactured. The walls glow with rows and rows of electric light. The wiring nest is
now all hidden by shiny solid panels. The beauty of the outside world, the sky, and natural light, are shut out entirely. The troops have gathered in awe
beneath the electric cross. The congregation members each clutch a light bulb in their hands representing the promise of heaven. Any sense of
individualism has vanished.
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Elmer has become a plastic icon of confidence who beams before his followers.
Sharon stands before her congregation as if still chaste and pure, but her feminine
humanity now shows. Her silhouette is revealed and her hair is shown. She now
relies on Elmer and hopes to become his wife.

Costumes showing the visual transition of Sharon and Elmer
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Costumes showing the visual transition of the chorus

The Fire
As the rivival continues, the lights grow in intensity, building to the awaited
moment of the illumination of the cross. As the cross explodes and causes a
blackout, it then collapses into the tabernacle wall. The cross tears through
the panels and wiring to reveal the outside world. A glimpse of the sky and
raw wood is seen again and natural light pours through the cracks. An
electrical fire rages and smoke fills the tabernacle.
Congregation members reach for the opening in the wall, wanting to climb
the cross or the wall to escape the fire. The opening is unreachable.
Trapped in a man made world of metal and wires, Sharon and her followers
are consumed by the flames. The bodies are left lying on the floor clutching
their light bulbs and reaching for the cross.
In the Epilogue, the sky cyc is brightly lit and shows the remains in
silhouette only. Elmer appears downstage of the bodies, preparing for a
career with the New Age Movement while the shadows of Sharon and the
congregation surround him.

research of people trapped in wreckage.

The electric cross falls exposing the natural light beyond.
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Elmer Gantry Costume List
Costumes

Men

Women

Number of Lead Costumes

4

4

Number of Supporting Costumes

9

3

Number of Chorus Costumes

48

32

Number of Children’s Chorus Costumes

0

0

Number of Super Costumes

0

0

Number of Super Children’s Costumes

0

0

Crew Breakdown
Number of Crew to Unpack/Load-in Dressing Rooms
Hours to Unpack/Load-in to Dressing Rooms
Number of Crew to Load-out/Pack from Dressing Rooms
Hours to Load-out/Pack from Dressing Rooms

Estimates
2 unpack/2 load-in
8 hours unpack/8 hours load-in
2 load-out/2 pack
4 hours load-out/8 hours pack

Number of Wardrobe Run Crew Dressers

8

The electric cross falls exposing the natural light beyond.
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CAST (AGMA Schedule C)
Number of Principals:

M:44

W:2

Number of Supporting:

M:2

W:1
W:

Number of Chorus:

M:16

W:16
W:

Number of Dancers:

M:0

W:0
W:

Number of Supers:

M:0

W:0
W:

Number of Chorus Children:

B:0

G:1
G:

Number of Super Children:

B:0

G:0
G:

Number of Solo Bits:

4

Number of Chorus Bits:

16

MUSIC
Royalty agreement with:

C.F. Peters Corp.

Publisher of Orchestration:

C. F. Peters Corp.

Publisher of Piano Reduction:

C. F. Peters Corp.

Number of Musicians:

2 Flutes, 2 Oboes, 2 Clarinets, 2 Bassoons
2 Horns in F, 2 Trumpets in C, 2 Trombones, Tuba
Timpani, Percussion 1 and 2 (bass, snare, cymbals, sus. Cymbal, tam tam,
tambourine, whip, glockenspiel, tubular bells, bell-tree)
Piano (onstage)
Harp
Strings
The electric cross falls exposing the natural light beyond.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Running Time of show:
Act 1:69:24

Act 2:72:14

Number of Intermissions:

1

Crossover required:

Yes

Quick-change needs:

n/a

ALSO OF NOTE:
•
•
•
•
•

All set pieces and furniture easily stack and store in a limited backstage area and/or wingspace.
The scenic design was created to easily scale up or down to fit in a multitude of venues.
Most Act 1 furniture can be pulled from stock or shopped locally
A multi-purpose platform on casters helps transition between multiple vignette style scenes in Act 1.
Most Farm Hand costumes can be pulled from stock or rented locally.

The electric cross falls exposing the natural light beyond.
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Stephanie Havey is a stage director with a background in music and dance. She is in her second season as the Resident Artist
Stage Director for the Pittsburgh Opera. This season her new production of Il matrimonio segreto received rave reviews. She has
also worked with Central City Opera, Glimmerglass Opera, Sarasota Opera, Nashville Opera, and the Lyrique en Mer Festival in
Belle lle France.
www.stephaniehavey.com / stephaniehavey@gmail.com
Patrick Rizzotti is a scenic designer working in opera, theatre, dance, and television. He has a strong interest in highly
collaborative projects that blur the traditional lines between director, designer, performer, and audience. Recent and upcoming
designs include: Hansen und Gretel (Pittsburgh Opera), Party In The USA and Victor Frange Presents Gas (Incubator Arts), Dukus
(Target Margin Theatre Lab). Assistant work includes Broadway, Off-Broadway, Regional Theatre, and Television. Patrick is a
credited contributor to the widely used collegiate textbook “Scene Design and Stage Lighting”. This summer he will be
participationg in the Lincoln Center Directors Lab.
www.patrickrizzotti.com / patrick@patrickrizzotti.com
Megan Spatz is a Los Angeles, CA based designer and graduated from Carnegie Mellon University with a B.F.A. in design. She
has worked on feature films, short films, television and theatre as a costume designer, production designer, director and makeup
artist. Most of her work concentrates on developing new projects that make strong statements with exicing collaborators.
www.meganspatz.com / meganspatz@gmail.com

Brandon Mitchell is a lighting designer whose work and experience spans across Theatre, Dance, Opera, and Television. He
focuses on working collaboratively with others to tell stories in a simple, yet imaginative manner through the use of light.
Brandon has worked on numerous Off-Broadway and Regional productions with companies such as the Pittsburgh Opera, Spoleto
Festival USA, Manhattan Theatre Club, and the Castleton Opera Festival. Brandon earned his M.F.A. in Lighting Design from
Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh.
www.bdmitchelldesign.com / brandon@bdmitchelldesign.com
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